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Aim: Quiz  

 

Level 1 

 

Name ______________________     Class ______________ 

 

  

 
 

 

Enjoy your break! And also please complete this work. If there is anything that 

you don’t remember from class, you can ask an adult for help or look for 

information online 

 

  

 

 

Write one of  your IEP goals  

________________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Directions: Circle one of the three options that is the correct 

definition for each term  
 

 Burden-  

A] To not be sure about something 

B] Something that is difficult but must be done 

C] Another word for “evidence” 

 

 Proof-   

A]  To have done the crime  

B] To ask a higher court to give you a new trial  

C] Another word for “evidence” 
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 Doubt -   

A] To not be sure about something 

B] A legal way to decide if you did a crime or not 

C] Things that show that someone’s story is true   

 

 Court-   

A] A legal way to decide if you did a crime or not 

B] To ask a higher court to give you a new trial  

C] A place where trials happen 

 

 Trial-    

A] To not be sure about something 

B] A legal way to decide if you did a crime or not 

C]  To say that someone did something wrong  
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 Appeal -    

A] A story that someone swears is true 

B] To ask a higher court to give you a new trial  

C] To say that someone did something wrong 

 

 Accusation -    

A] To ask a higher court to give you a new trial  

B]  To say that someone did something wrong  

C] Something that is against the law 

 

 Crime-   

A]  To say that someone did something wrong  

B]  Something that is against the law 

C] Things that show that someone’s story is true   
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 Commit-    

A] To do a crime 

B] Something that is difficult but must be done 

C] Another word for “evidence” 

 

 Law -   

A] A rule that is made by the government 

B]  To have done the crime  

C] A story that someone swears is true 

 

 Witness-     

A] A place where trials happen 

B]  A person who knows something that can help in a trial 

C] To do a crime 
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 Testimony-      

A] A place where trials happen 

B] A rule that is made by the government 

C] A story that someone swears is true 

    

 Evidence-      

A] Things that show that someone’s story is true   

B] A rule that is made by the government 

C] To do a crime 

 

 Guilty-   

A]  A person who knows something that can help in a trial 

B] Something that is difficult but must be done 

C]   To have done the crime  

 


